Come dine with us
Bars, restaurants and casual dining update
The volume of M&A activity in the bars and restaurants sector in 2015 mirrored that of 2014,
recording 73 deals: testament to the ongoing appetite from both trade and private equity (PE) buyers
in a sector which remains cash generative, resilient and buoyed by consumer confidence. Q1 2016 has
also got off to a solid start to the year, with 17 deals recorded in the sector.
M&A Overview
Whilst the level of deal activity has been consistent in the past
two years, 2015 failed to match the record level of investment
of the previous year. The 2014 total disclosed deal value was
however distorted by the acquisitions of Pizza Express by Hony
Capital (£900 million) and the Spirit Pub Company by Greene
King (£759 million). Discounting these two mega deals gives
an average disclosed deal value of £60.4 million in 2014, which
compares to £37.1 million in 2015.
Improved consumer spending drove robust trading in the sector
in 2015, which further heightened PE’s appetite to invest in the
sector. 2015 brought a 24% rise in the number of transactions
involving PE, from 21 deals in 2014 to 26 in 2015.
The PE cycle of investment led to exits by Quilvest
(YO! Sushi), CBPE (Côte), Bowmark (Las Iguanas) and
Graphite Capital (Groucho Club London). Inevitably, the
successful bidders on the other side of the table were other PE
groups eager to support businesses in their next phase of growth,
with Mayfair Equity supporting the £81 million acquisition of
YO! Sushi, Alcuin Capital backing the £40 million MBO of
Groucho Club London and Casual Dining Group (backed by
Apollo Global Management) acquiring Las Iguanas for £85
million. French bistro chain Côte was snapped up BC Partners
for £250 million, after less than two years of ownership by
CBPE. And most recently in January 2016, Equistone Partners
acquired a majority stake in Gaucho Holdings, the parent of
Argentinian steak brands, Gaucho and CAU, representing the
second time Equistone has owned a stake in the chain.
Consumers’ appetite for branded casual dining venues
continues to be matched by PE interest, where proven business
models with strong concepts can be scaled up through roll out.
2015 transactions, across the gamut of casual dining concepts,
included Active Private Equity’s £7 million investment in fastgrowing ‘posh’ burger chain Honest Burgers, Livingbridge’s
£9.8 million investment in French bistro group Le Bistrot Pierre
and Business Growth Fund’s investment in Thai tapas chain
Giggling Squid.

2015 also saw PE support the bolt-on acquisitions of smaller
chains to its portfolio companies. BGF supported Barburrito’s
acquisition of Pinto Mexican, Casual Dining Group added La
Tasca to its portfolio, and Calculus Capital boosted Chop’d’s
14-strong chain of salad bars with the acquisition of Salad Bowl,
a complementary two-strong salad bar group in Liverpool to
mark its entrance into the North West.
PE investment in the sector also continues to be cross-border,
with examples in 2015 including Bregal Freshstream’s acquisition
of Belgian self-service restaurant chain Lunch Garden, and BC
Partners’ investment in Italian casual dining business Cigierre.

Booming business in the regions
At present, there seems to be no slowdown in the founding
of new concepts and the expansion of existing players, both
in and out of London. As Peter Harden of Harden’s London
Restaurants said in November 2015, “If you have a good idea,
you can see a route all the way from pop-up to private-equity
sell out.” In London, the guide recorded 179 new openings in
2015, resulting in net openings of 123, factoring in 56 closures.
This is significantly higher than 2014’s 148 openings and 101 net
openings, and suggests we remain in one of the most buoyant
periods of dining out since Harden’s began in 1991.
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This explosive growth, in the casual
dining sector in particular, has created an
environment of over-supply and intense
competition, especially in the context
of an increasingly discerning consumer.
In London, however, rising living costs
are driving commuters out of London,
and in parallel, a number of fine dining
establishments such as The Square
and Hibiscus are exploring the idea of
selling on their leases and relocating to
locations where a square foot doesn’t
cost more than a main course. London
was negatively impacted by the terrorist
attacks in Paris last November and the
ongoing threat of terrorism has had
an impact on concepts who operate in
shopping centres.
Recent data (January 2016) from the
Coffer Peach Business Tracker confirms
that it is casual dining brands operating
outside London that are witnessing the
strongest like-for-like sales growth,
outperforming pubs and bars, as well as
independent restaurants, which saw 38 net
closures in Q4 2015 versus 540 openings
in Q4 2014.
The restaurant and bar trade
outside of London is booming, led by
Birmingham (driven by a number of
landmark investment projects such as
the station’s new retail complex, Grand
Central, and the Resorts World complex
– a dining, retail and entertainment hub

to serve Birmingham Airport and the
National Exhibition Centre), Leeds,
Bristol, Manchester and Glasgow. The
dining scene is also flourishing in other
secondary cities and market towns,
notably by the expansion of casual
dining groups such as Thai tapas concept
Giggling Squid, whose operating model
avoids the high rents of London, focusing
on market towns such as Sevenoaks,
Tunbridge Wells, Guildford and Salisbury.
Operators such as LEON, Le Pain
Quotidien, Busaba Eathai and Gail’s
Artisan Bakery, having all focused on the
London market to date, are now opening
sites outside of the capital. Busaba Eathai,
which has operated in London since 1999,
has now taken the brand to the north
west with openings in Manchester and
Liverpool.

Hot trends
There are a number of dominant trends
in the eating out sector, ranging from
world cuisines through to steaks, burgers
and smokehouses, and from health and
wellbeing through to premiumisation and
indulgence.

Asian / Thai
The UK is in the midst of an ongoing
explosion in the number of pan-Asian
restaurants, with Horizons recently
reporting a population of more than 4,000
Chinese, Thai and Japanese restaurants in

the UK – an 18% rise in the past five years.
The number of pan-Asian dishes listed by
branded restaurants has also risen 9% in
the last three years, according to analysis
by Horizons.
Wagamama was an early entrant to the
sector, founded in 1992 by Alan Yau. Yau
also went on to found leading London
restaurants Hakkasan (Cantonese),
Yauatcha (Chinese) and Busaba Eathai
(Thai). Having had a number of private
equity investors over the years, and now
operating in 18 countries, it is anticipated
that Wagamama owner (Duke Street/
Hutton Collins) will seek an IPO in 2017.
PE has been a longstanding supporter
of the pan-Asian trend. Primary
Capital was the original investor in
Japanese conveyor belt restaurant YO!
Sushi in 2003, and in 2015, Mayfair
Equity Partners supported the tertiary
management buy-out of the chain from
Quilvest, in an £81 million deal. Other
sector deals in 2015 included BGF’s
minority stake in Thai tapas chain
Giggling Squid, supporting the chain’s
growth from 13 sites a year ago towards
the creation of the first national Thai
brand.
Other existing pan-Asian groups and
world cuisine groups with PE investment
include Busaba Eathai (Phoenix Equity
Partners), Vietnamese chain Pho
(Livingbridge) and Caribbean-themed
Turtle Bay (Piper).
The Chozen Noodle brand, currently
with 16 units, is also set to expand across
the UK after being acquired by Thailand’s
food conglomerate CP Foods in May
2015. Another dominant player is Thai
Leisure Group (TLG), which having
opened its first restaurant in 2004 in Leeds
now has 15 restaurants across the north of
England and Scotland, across four brands
(Thaikhun, Chaophraya, ChaoBaby
and Yee Rah) and achieved revenues of
£30 million in 2015. TLG also agreed a
funding package of £10 million in 2015
from Santander to support its ambitious

Finally, UK noodle bar Wok&Go
has grown to 20 stores in the UK and is
now taking the model into the UAE in
partnership with a local investment group.

As well as providing superior coffee,
these operators are supplying a more
home-produced and health-conscious led
food offering, addressing the booming
sector trend for nutritious and healthy
food, and similarly a growing interest in
the provenance of food and drink.

Artisan coffee

Healthy eating

Whilst the coffee sector remains dominated
by the large established players (Starbucks,
Costa, Caffè Nero et al), the artisan coffee
shop market continues to grow strongly,
driven by a more discerning coffee drinker
who is prepared to pay a premium for a
high quality, freshly roasted coffee.

With blenders, extractors, spiralisers,
superfoods and all things coconut flying
off the shelves over the past 18 months,
and healthy eating trends promoted
by nutritional coaches and healthy
bloggers such as the Hemsley sisters,
Ella Woodward, Amelia Freer, Joe Wicks
and Madeleine Shaw, there is a growing
consumer demand for healthy, nutritious
food when eating out.

growth plans: it plans to add a further
eight to ten new sites in 2016 with a goal
of 40 sites by 2018.

In London alone, examples include
Caravan (King’s Cross and Exmouth
Market), Beany Green (now with five
sites), espresso bar chain Grind (six
sites), Taylor St. Baristas (eight sites) and
Fernandez and Wells (six sites).
More unusual formats are also
cropping up: the Red Box Company
which launched in Brighton in 2014, sells
coffee out of unused iconic red telephone
boxes, and now has 20 sites nationally. An
alternative concept is Ziferblat, a Russianowned pay-as-you-go wifi café with free
coffee, cake and biscuits, which has now
established three sites in the UK.
With the quality of the coffee being
fundamental to the offering, some of
the brands boast their own roasteries
on site, such as Small Batch Coffee, a
coffee roastery and retail coffee chain
based in Brighton, which saw Risk
Capital Partners take a majority stake in
November 2015. Its wholesale business
provides branded and bespoke blends
to restaurants, coffee shops and cafes
throughout the UK. Other providers are
supplying hand-roasted coffee by post
direct to consumers, as demonstrated
by the likes of Pact and Union – an area
of the market which will also no doubt
continue to flourish, in line with the trend
for premiumisation.

Natural fast food chain LEON was
an early entrant to the sector in London,
founded by John Vincent, Henry
Dimbleby and Allegra McEvedy in 2004
– today it has 35 sites. LEON secured
funding of £11.5 million in October
2015 from HSBC to support its ongoing
expansion. It opened 11 new sites in 2015,
including its first foray outside of London
in Birmingham. The funding will support
its plans to venture further into the UK
and overseas in 2016, with the Netherlands
as its initial target.
Clearly this is not a new trend. There
are a significant number of successful
salad and juice concepts in London and
nationally that have cropped up over
the past ten years. King’s Park Capital is
an investor in both healthy food group
Abokado and national juice bar Fuel.

Business Growth Fund added Giggling
Squid to its hospitality portfolio (in
November 2015), which already includes
national juice bar Boost, tapas chain
Camino and fast-casual Mexican group
Barburrito. London-based salad chains
Chop’d, Pod and Vital Ingredient have all
received private equity or bank funding
to support their expansion, from Calculus
Capita, JGR Capital and Santander bank
respectively.
The importance of this consumer trend
has not been overlooked by Costa and
Premier Inn owner Whitbread, which has
just taken a 49% stake in London based
healthy-eating chain Pure in May 2016.
Healthy food restaurants leading the
way outside London include Yorkshirebased Filmore & Union and Bristolbased Friska. Filmore & Union now has
11 sites, and is planning expansion into
Manchester and the north west in 2016.
Friska, which has seven stores in Bristol,
plans to grow in regional cities outside its
native territory, starting with Birmingham
in 2016 and with other sites likely in
Manchester, Leeds and Reading.

Single dish formats
Whilst on one hand the popularity of the
sharing concept continues to thrive, an
alternative trend is that of the single dish.
There has been a proliferation in recent
years of chains with a highly streamlined
offering, with the clue often in the name.
Examples include Bubbledogs, Herman
ze German, Flat Iron Steak, Cereal Killer
Café, Pieminister and Burger & Lobster.
The clear attraction of these offerings
is that as they only offer one dish, the
chances are that they will do it very well!
Economic benefits are also available
in the form of bulk discounting from
suppliers, as the volume of any product
supplied into a single dish operation will
necessarily be higher.

L

king forward

Recent data from the Coffer Peach Business Tracker indicates that whilst early 2016 has not matched
the explosive growth seen in early 2015, the sector has still got off to a solid start this year and the major
winners so far have been casual dining brands operating outside of London.
In line with this, 2016 is likely to see a similarly healthy level of activity in terms of M&A, with deals so far in 2016 including
the sale of Gaucho to Equistone Partners, the acquisition of The Cinnamon Collection by Boparan Restaurants and LDC’s
acquisition of Vital Ingredient.
However, it seems that wider economic factors and sector issues such as the National Living Wage have yet to be fully digested
and there are indications that sector multiples are having a reality check and being moderated to more realistic levels than some
of the loftier multiples seen in recent times. Investors are not prepared to over-pay, as indicated by the aborted sales process for
casual-dining chain Ed’s Easy Diner.
Other assets coming to market in the short to medium term include Busaba Eathai (Phoenix Equity Partners invested in
2008) and New World Trading Company (held by LDC/ Hill Capital since 2013). Whilst Tesco has now taken full control of
the loss-making Harris & Hoole coffee shop chain, it has confirmed plans to offload restaurant and cafe chain Giraffe. Piper
Private Equity could also look to exit cocktail bar chain Be At One and all-day dining brand Loungers, held since 2011 and 2012
respectively.

Grant Thornton is active in helping clients in the bars, restaurants and casual dining sector meet their
objectives.
Our dedicated team advises on a range of services including mergers and acquisitions, private equity fund raising, refinancing and
strategy planning as well as tax and audit work. Please do not hesitate to contact us to discuss how we can help your businesses achieve
its strategic goals.
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